Project SMARTArt Integrated Activity  
Upper Grades 3-5  
Visual Arts Integration

- **Listening and Speaking**
  
  ELD Standards LS1  
  1. Listens to a story. Identify main idea. Ask questions. Identify key details. Answer questions.  
  2. Complete #1 based upon a work of art. Self-produced and mass produced.  
  3. Integrate ML Core Concepts, emphasis on CC#3.

- **Reading**
  
  Meeting ELD standards RC6  
  1. Comprehension  
  2. Fact vs. Opinion  
  3. Integrate Core Concepts, emphasis on CC#3 & CC#5.

- **Writing**
  
  Meeting ELD standards WS3  
  1. Independently write a paragraph  
  2. Continue emphasis on ML Core Concept #3

- **Visual Arts Activities**
  
  1. Students make individual codex  
  2. Then expand the codex project to a group mural (panels).  
  3. Students present codex to classmates. Question – Answer Period.  
  4. Students write a narrative re: their codex. (or each others’)  
  5. Art Festival – presentation for school – parents.  
  6. Create program for Art Festival to include info about student / artist.  
  7. Define: “What is my community?”  
  8. Neighborhood walk.  
  9. Journals – Portfolios  
  10. Reflections